
Some people say that music is a good way of bringing people of different cultures and ages 
together.

To what extent do you agree or disagree with this opinion?

Music as an art and cultural activity always has gathered a crowd in each condition to having 
have pleasurable time due to its connection between sense and language which goes back to 
historical legacy of people. As the increased improvement of international music 
performances in these years, people in different age groups have been encouraged to know 
other cultures as well as types of music.

In general, music over the past years has been a sufficient way to announce common beliefs 
and ideas. Also, people listen to music as an enjoyable hobby and make create memorable 
moments by accompanying musicians’ opinion or usually are being persuaded by it to 
celebrate their ceremonies, costumes or even reveal their sympathies and protest. Moreover, 
the enthusiastic audience follow popular singers through various social medium media or 
attending live performances all over the world as a tourist, so they unconsciously would be 
familiar with diverse cultures where they present participate in public gatherings among local 
people. For instance, Asian countries like Korea which are wealthy rich in their cultural 
background have celebrated their annual costume customs recently by their well-known 
melody and singers on a national scale that not only have successfully introduced successfully 
their rich wealth of heritage but also have grown prosperous.  

On the other hand, producers are cooperating together around the world to compose 
innovative music products as well as attracting different age groups or cultures of people to 
convey their emotion or sometimes political criticism, like many fund-raising concerts which 
unite numerous people and composers to help other people in poor countries. Furthermore, 
musical instruments and their harmony and tune are as a symbol of their countries which 
would be combined in this way, like a bit piece of their culture, so it could recall a strong 
tradition of each nation in modern society.

In conclusion, music could play a vital role to in bringing individuals together for enjoying and 
celebrating ceremonies of each culture or invent invite the elderly or adults to accompany 
teenagers for in expressing their common opinions.  


